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Summary: This article announces revisions to the Standards relating to
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acceptors.
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C Coding or development changes typically required

A Attention warranted

Effective Date: 5 November 2013

Background
Pre-authorization volumes are expected to continue to grow at steady
rates in the near future, fueled by continued growth of international travel
and e-commerce. In this context, MasterCard is introducing a number of
authorization improvements to achieve the following key objectives:

• Enable a more accurate and transparent management of the card account’s
“open-to-buy”, in order to improve cardholder satisfaction and address
regulatory concerns with the current situation;

• Redefine the issuer payment guarantee that is engaged when authorizing a
transaction by introducing a maximum time limit in place of the currently
unlimited duration and by defining it based on characteristics of the
authorization or pre-authorization request; and

• Permit acquirers and issuers to identify and clearly distinguish a
pre-authorization from a final authorization, thus giving them the option to
treat them differently, to the ultimate benefit of their cardholders.

These authorization improvements will become applicable as of 5 November
2013 and apply to all authorizations initiated at Europe region card acceptors,
with the result that both Europe region and non-Europe region issuers will be
able to clearly distinguish a final authorization from a pre-authorization when
the card acceptor is in the Europe region.
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Summary of Revisions
A brief description of each revision follows.

Reversal Requirement

Authorizations that are acquired in the Europe region must be reversed within
24 hours of a transaction cancellation or of a finalization of the transaction for
an amount lower than the authorized amount. Any authorized amount not
reversed must correspond to the Transaction amount. This requirement has
a similar objective than the existing U.S. region reversal mandate. It enables
issuers to more accurately manage the card’s open-to-buy and addresses
cardholders’ and regulators’ concerns with current practices.

Notes

To ease market deployment of this new requirement, an acquirer will be
permitted to partially comply with this requirement for a period of time. More
specifically, effective 5 November 2013, an acquirer must ensure that reversals
submitted represent at least 60 percent of the total euro-equivalent amount of
the reversals that they should have submitted if they were to be fully compliant
with this requirement. Effective 1 January 2015, the minimum compliance
percentage will increase to 80 percent.

This requirement does not apply to card acceptor business code (MCC)
5542 (Fuel Dispenser, Automated) transactions, Post-Authorized Aggregated
MasterCard PayPass transactions, or to pre-authorizations or authorizations
with an expired payment guarantee (refer to the following Time Limit for
Payment Guarantee related to Authorization section).

Issuers in all regions must, according to currently existing Standards, promptly
process any authorization reversals received and release the corresponding
hold they may have on the Cardholder’s account. MasterCard reminds issuers
of the importance of compliance with these already existing requirements.

Requirement to Inform the Cardholder of the
Pre-authorization Amount

For MasterCard transactions, merchants in the Europe region must inform
the cardholder of the estimated amount for which pre-authorization will
be requested and must obtain the cardholder’s consent before processing
the pre-authorization request. This requirement enables cardholders to
more effectively manage their open-to-buy and addresses cardholders’ and
regulators’ concerns with current pre-authorization practices.
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Notes

The information requirement is automatically met when the terminal displays
the amount to be authorized or when the amount to be authorized corresponds
to an amount otherwise approved by the cardholder as the final transaction
amount. The merchant may also use any appropriate and effective manner
of its choice to inform the cardholder, for example, verbal communication,
or appropriate and visible written signage near the terminal. The amount
may be communicated as a precise currency amount (for example, EUR 250).
Alternatively, the merchant may explain how the amount is calculated, using a
simple-to-understand formula (for example, “the room-rate plus 15 percent”).

This requirement does not apply to pre-authorizations of MCC 5542 transactions
or to Post-Authorized Aggregated MasterCard PayPass Transactions.

Elimination of 15% and 20% Tolerances

MasterCard hotel/motel, vehicle rental, and cruise lines transactions completed
at card acceptors in the Europe region will no longer benefit from the 15
percent tolerance between the authorized amount and the clearing amount.
In addition, MasterCard transactions completed at card acceptors in the
Europe region that are chip/PIN, PayPass or card-not-present will no longer
benefit from the 20 percent tolerance between authorization and clearing
for gratuities. The tolerance for gratuities continues to be available for card
present transactions, which are neither chip/PIN nor PayPass and provided
that the authorization is coded as a pre-authorization (refer to the following
Message Coding Requirements section).

Where these tolerances are eliminated, issuers in the Europe region must
ensure they no longer block the cardholder’s account for any amount in
excess of the approved amount. These rules changes enable a more accurate
management of the card account’s open-to-buy.

Notes

The 20 percent tolerance for gratuities remains applicable for card present
transactions, which are neither chip/PIN or PayPass, in view of the established
market practice of adding the gratuity after the authorization on signature-based
transactions.

In all other scenarios (for example, gratuities on chip/PIN transactions and
provision for incidentals), the practice of including the gratuity or an estimated
provision for incidentals directly into the amount to be authorized continues to
be supported. MasterCard reminds acquirers of the prohibition on including
amounts to cover loss, theft or damage in the provision for incidentals.
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Time Limit for Payment Guarantee related to Authorization

The issuer payment guarantee period for transactions completed at Europe
region card acceptors is redefined and its duration is limited to a maximum
period counting from the authorization or pre-authorization date. This
maximum period is 30 days for MasterCard authorizations properly coded as
pre-authorizations and is seven days for all other MasterCard authorizations
and for all Maestro and Cirrus authorizations and pre-authorizations (refer to
the following Message Coding Requirements section). Transactions presented
for clearing after the payment guarantee period has expired may be charged
back by the issuer under reason code 4808 (Requested/Required Authorization
Not Obtained) if the card account is permanently closed. This chargeback right
is available to issuers in all regions. It applies to transactions for which the
authorization or pre-authorization was processed on or after 5 November 2013.

At the latest when the payment guarantee period expires, Europe region
issuers must release any block they may have placed on the cardholder’s
account in relation to the authorization.

This rule change clearly defines the issuer payment guarantee exposure period
for all transaction scenarios and limits the maximum period of issuer exposure
(which is currently unlimited).

Notes

This rule change does not require issuers to hold the approved amount on the
cardholder’s account for seven or 30 days. This rule change only limits the
maximum duration of any such hold to a maximum duration of 7 or 30 days.

The expiry of the payment guarantee does not affect other types of chargeback
rights. For example, a transaction may not be charged back under reason
codes 4837 (No Cardholder Authorization) or 4863 (Cardholder Does Not
Recognize—Potential Fraud) just because the Transaction presentment was
made after the payment guarantee has expired.

To increase the effective duration of the payment guarantee period, the
merchant may submit additional authorization requests for the same
Transaction on later dates. Such requests, if approved by the issuer and when
properly coded, will give rise to approved amounts that may be cleared under
the conditions that would apply to the security parameters that applied to
the original authorization. In other words: (i) to the extent that interchange
levels are determined by the security parameters of the authorization, then
the parameters of the original authorization will be taken into account; and
(ii) to the extent that chargebacks take into account the security parameters
of the authorization, then the parameters of the original authorization will
be taken into account.

These rules changes do not apply to Post-Authorized Aggregated MasterCard
PayPass Transactions.
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Message Coding Requirements

An authorization for an amount greater than zero at a Europe region
card acceptor must be properly coded as either pre-authorization or final
authorization, in line with the following requirements.

• A pre-authorization is an authorization for an amount greater than zero
which meets one or both of the following two conditions: (i) authorization
is requested for an estimated amount; and/or (ii) the transaction might
not be completed for reasons other than technical failure or lack of full
issuer approval. For example, the transaction might not be completed
when the cardholder will be offered the choice to complete the transaction
with another payment means at a later time (such as, when checking out
of a hotel or returning a rental car) or when the goods ordered by the
cardholder might be later found to be out of stock. The risk of technical
failures such as telecommunications failure or terminal failure should not
be taken into account to determine if an authorization must be coded as
a pre-authorization.

The authorization request is properly identified as a pre-authorization
when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction
Status) contains a value of 4.

• A final authorization is an authorization for an amount greater than zero
which meets the following conditions: (i) authorization is requested for
the final Transaction amount; and (ii) the Transaction may no longer be
cancelled after the authorization request is approved in full (excluding
non-completion for reasons of technical failure). The risk of technical
failures such as telecommunications failure or terminal failure should not
be taken into account to determine if an authorization must be coded as
a final authorization.

The authorization request is properly identified as a final authorization
when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction
Status) contains a value of 0 and DE 48 (Additional Data), subelement 61
(POS Data Extended Condition Codes), subfield 5 contains a value of 1.

The acquirer must submit the clearing presentment for a Transaction
approved through a final authorization within 4 business days of the
authorization date.

Clear and reliable coding of authorizations will provide better information
about the nature of each authorization, will enable issuers to optionally apply
different processing to different types of authorizations, ultimately benefiting
cardholders, and will support the rule changes described in the preceding
Elimination of 15 percent and 20 percent Tolerances and Time Limit for
Payment Guarantee Related to Authorization sections.
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Notes

Before the effective date of 5 November 2013, any processed authorization
coded with a value of 1 in DE 48 (Additional Data), subelement 61 (POS Data
Extended Condition Codes), subfield 5 will be rejected. Before that date, final
authorizations may be coded with a value of 0 in DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS]
Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status) and a value of 0 in DE 48 (Additional
Data), subelement 61 (POS Data Extended Condition Codes), subfield
5. Pre-authorizations may be coded with a value of 4 in DE 61 (Point-of-Service
[POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status) before 5 November 2013.

For Maestro transactions, pre-authorizations are only permitted for Automated
Fuel Dispenser (AFD) transactions and card-not-present (CNP) transactions.
In addition, for CNP pre-authorizations, the transaction amount must equal
the approved authorization amount.

For Cirrus transactions, the transaction amount must also always equal the
approved authorization amount.

Financial authorizations at non-Europe Region card acceptors may continue to
be identified (like today) as “normal” authorizations (with a value of 0 in DE 61
(Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status), but without
the value of 1 in DE 48 (Additional Data), subelement 61 (POS Data Extended
Condition Codes), subfield 5). For all practical purposes, these authorizations
are deemed to have an “undefined finality” and do not carry any time limit
for the issuer’s payment guarantee.

Financial authorizations at non-Europe region card acceptors may also
optionally be identified as “final authorizations” (with a value of 0 in DE
61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status), and
with the value of 1 in DE 48 (Additional Data), subelement 61 (POS Data
Extended Condition Codes), subfield 5). In such cases, they must meet all the
requirements applicable to final authorizations at Europe Region card acceptors.

Overview of Revised Standards
Please review the revisions to the publications indicated in the table below and
make appropriate plans to support the revised Standards.
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Effective Date Changes to Standards in… Will be Published in…

5 November 2013 MasterCard Rules Chapter 8—Sales
Transactions and Cash
Disbursements

Chapter 12—Europe Region
Rules

Appendix B—Transaction
Identification Requirements

5 November 2013 Maestro Global Rules Chapter 9—Processing
Requirements

Chapter 17—Europe Region

5 November 2013 Cirrus Worldwide Operating
Rules

Chapter 9—Processing
Requirements

Chapter 17—Europe Region

5 November 2013 Chargeback Guide Chapter 3—MasterCard
Message Reason
Codes—Dual Message
Transactions

Appendix
A—Chargebacks—MasterCard
Europe ATM Transactions
(Cirrus and MasterCard)

Appendix
B—Chargebacks—Maestro
Cards

MasterCard will incorporate the revised Standards into a future edition of
these manuals. The manuals are available on MasterCard Connect® via the
Publications product.

Revised Standards—MasterCard Rules
Effective 5 November 2013, MasterCard will revise the MasterCard Rules to
include these Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions
are indicated with a strikethrough.

Chapter 8—Sales Transactions and Cash Disbursements

8.2 Authorization Requirements

Note: An addition to this Rule appears in Chapter 12, “Europe Region Rules.”
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8.2.3 Pre-authorizations

Note: An addition to this Rule appears in Chapter 12, “Europe Region Rules.”

8.2.4 Final Authorization

Note: An addition to this Rule appears in Chapter 12, “Europe Region Rules.”

8.3.3.3 Lodging, Cruise Line, and Vehicle Rental Transactions

Note: An addition to this Rule appears in Chapter 12, “Europe Region Rules.”

8.3.3.4 Adding a Gratuity

Note: An addition to this Rule appears in Chapter 12, “Europe Region Rules.”

The remainder of this section is unchanged.

Chapter 12—Europe Region Rules

8.2 Authorization Requirements

Rule 8.2 of Chapter 8, “Sales Transactions and Cash Disbursements,” is
modified to include the following:

Effective 5 November 2013, a Merchant must inform the Cardholder of any
estimated amount for which authorization will be requested and must obtain
the Cardholder’s consent to the amount before initiating the authorization
request. This requirement does not apply to:

• post-authorized aggregated PayPass Transactions,

• automated fuel dispenser (AFD) Transactions (MCC 5542), or

• an authorization requested for an amount otherwise approved by the
Cardholder as the final Transaction amount.

Effective 5 November 2013, the Acquirer must ensure that any authorization
request for an amount greater than zero is identified as a pre-authorization as
described in Rule 8.2.3 or as a final authorization as described in Rule 8.2.4.

Effective for Transactions authorized on or after 5 November 2013, a payment
guarantee period applies with respect to each approved authorization.
A chargeback right is available under chargeback message reason code
4808 (Requested/Required Authorization Not Obtained) when the payment
guarantee period has expired. No fraud-related or other chargeback rights or
Transaction processing requirements are affected by the payment guarantee
period, unless otherwise indicated.
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To extend the duration of the payment guarantee period, the Merchant
may submit additional authorization requests for the same Transaction on
later dates. A unique identifier from the original approved authorization of
a Transaction must appear in each additional authorization request. The
Acquirer must populate DE 48, subelement 63 (Trace ID) of each additional
authorization request with data from DE 63 (Network Data), subfield 1
(Financial Network Code) and subfield 2 (Banknet Reference Number) and
DE 15 (Date, Settlement) of the original approved Authorization Request
Response/0110 message, as specified by the Corporation. The unique identifier
of the initial authorization must also be included in the Transaction clearing
record. Upon receipt of the Transaction clearing record, the Issuer may
use the unique identifier to match the initial and any additional approved
authorization(s) to the Transaction.

The total authorized amount of a Transaction does not include any amount with
an expired payment guarantee. The approved amount of any authorization
with an expired payment guarantee is deemed to be zero.

The Issuer must release any hold placed on the Cardholder’s account after
expiry of the payment guarantee period for the particular authorization, at
the latest.

8.2.1 Full and Partial Reversals

Effective 5 November 2013, the Acquirer must ensure that a Merchant submits
a reversal message to the Issuer within 24 hours of the cancellation of a
previously authorized Transaction or of the finalization of a Transaction with a
lower amount than previously approved. The reversal may be a full or partial
reversal, as appropriate. Any authorized amount not reversed must correspond
to the Transaction amount. This requirement does not apply to card acceptor
business code (MCC) 5542 (Fuel Dispenser, Automated) Transactions or to
post-authorized aggregated PayPass Transactions.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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8.2.3 Pre-authorizations

Effective for authorizations submitted on or after 5 November 2013, the
Acquirer must ensure that any authorization request for an amount greater
than zero is identified as a pre-authorization if one or both of the following
conditions applies :

• Authorization is requested for an estimated amount; or

• The Transaction might not be completed for reasons other than technical
failure or lack of full issuer approval. For example, the Transaction might
not be completed when the Cardholder will be offered the choice at a later
time to complete the Transaction with another payment means (such as
when checking out of a hotel or returning a rental car) or when the goods
ordered by the Cardholder might be later found to be out of stock. The risk
of technical failures, such as telecommunications failure or POS Terminal
failure, should not be taken into account to determine if an authorization
must be coded as a pre-authorization.

A Processed authorization request is properly identified as a pre-authorization
when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status)
contains a value of 4.

Each approved pre-authorization has a payment guarantee period of 30
calendar days from the authorization approval date. Refer to Rule 8.2 for more
information.

8.2.4 Final Authorization

Effective for authorizations submitted on or after 5 November 2013, the
Acquirer must ensure that any authorization request for an amount greater
than zero is properly identified as a final authorization when both of the
following conditions apply:

• Authorization is requested for the final Transaction amount; and

• The Transaction may no longer be cancelled after the authorization request
is approved in full by the Issuer (excluding non-completion for technical
reasons such as telecommunications failure or POS Terminal failure).

Any Transaction corresponding to an authorization identified as a final
authorization must be presented within four business days of the authorization
approval date.
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A Processed authorization request is properly identified as a final authorization
when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status)
contains a value of 0 and DE 48 (Additional Data), subelement 61 (POS Data
Extended Condition Codes), subfield 5 contains a value of 1.

Each approved final authorization has a payment guarantee period of seven
calendar days from the authorization approval date. Refer to Rule 8.2 for more
information.

8.3.3.3 Lodging, Cruise Line, and Vehicle Rental Transactions

Rule 8.3.3.3 of Chapter 8, “Sales Transactions and Cash Disbursements,” is
modified as follows:

Effective 5 November 2013, in the Europe Region, the Transaction amount
of a lodging, cruise line, or vehicle rental Transaction must not exceed the
approved amount. If the Merchant obtains a pre-authorization for an estimated
amount, and the Transaction amount exceeds the approved amount, the
Merchant may request an additional authorization.

In connection with such Transactions, the Issuer must not place a hold on the
Cardholder’s account in excess of the approved amount.

8.3.3.4 Adding a Gratuity

Rule 8.3.3.4 of Chapter 8, “Sales Transactions and Cash Disbursements,” is
modified as follows:

Effective 5 November 2013, in the Europe Region, the Transaction amount
must not exceed the approved amount for the purpose of adding a gratuity
unless the Transaction is a card present transaction that is neither chip/PIN nor
PayPass, and provided the authorization is coded as a pre-authorization. If
the Merchant obtains a pre-authorization for an estimated amount, and the
Transaction amount exceeds the approved amount, the Merchant may request
an additional authorization.

When the Transaction amount must not exceed the approved amount for the
purpose of adding a gratuity, any gratuity must be included in the authorization
request.

When the gratuity amount must be included in the authorization request, the
Issuer must not place a hold on the Cardholder’s account in excess of the
approved amount.
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Appendix B—Transaction Identification Requirements

B.2 MasterCard PayPass Transactions

B.2.1 Post-Authorized Aggregated PayPass Transit Transactions

A properly identified post-authorized aggregated PayPass transit Transaction
occurs when the following values are present in the Authorization Request/0100
or Financial Transaction Request/0200 message.

Data Element Subfield Value

0 (Normal Request)61 (Point-of-Service [POS]
Data

subfield 7 (POS
Transaction Status)

4 (Pre-authorized request)

The remainder of this section is unchanged.

Revised Standards—Maestro Global Rules
Effective immediately, MasterCard will revise the Maestro Global Rules to
include these Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions
are indicated with a strikethrough.

Chapter 9—Processing Requirements

9.8.13 Final Authorization—Europe Region Only

Regional Rules on this topic appear in Chapter 17, “Europe Region,” of this
rulebook.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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Chapter 17—Europe Region

9.2 POS Transaction Types

9.2.2 Acquirer Online POS Transactions

9.2.2.1 Required Transactions

b. Reversal

In addition to the Rules in Chapter 9, “Processing Requirements,” subsection
9.2.2.1 (b) in part 1 of this rulebook, the following apply:

Effective 5 November 2013, the Acquirer must ensure that the Merchant
submits a reversal message to the Issuer within 24 hours of the cancellation
of a previously authorized Transaction or of the finalization of a Transaction
with a lower amount than previously approved. The reversal may be a full
or partial reversal, as appropriate. Any authorized amount not reversed must
correspond to the Transaction amount. This requirement does not apply to
unattended petrol Transactions (MCC 5542).

Whenever an Acquirer identifies an error in the presentment of a Transaction,
it must generate a reversal. There is no time limit for the Acquirer to issue a
reversal in the event of an error, and either a full or a partial reversal may
be generated, as applicable.

If a full reversal is received before the clearing record for the Transaction has
been forwarded to the clearing file, the Transaction will not be included in
the clearing file.

If a partial reversal is received before the clearing record for the Transaction
has been forwarded to the clearing file, the Transaction will be presented with
the correct resulting Transaction amount.

9.2.2.2 Optional Online POS Transactions

In addition to the Rules in Chapter 9, “Processing Requirements,” subsection
9.2.2.2 in part 1 of this rulebook, the following apply:
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Pre-authorization

Pre-authorizations are permitted only at unattended petrol terminals (MCC
5524) must be performed as described in. Please refer to subsection 9.4.6 in
this chapter.

Effective 5 November 2013, pre-authorizations are also permitted for
Card-not-present Transactions and must comply with the requirements set
out below.

Pre-authorizations must not be used in any other acceptance environment.

The Acquirer must ensure that an authorization request for an amount greater
than zero is properly identified as a pre-authorization when a Card-not-present
Transaction might not be completed for reasons other than technical failure
or lack of full issuer approval. For example, the Transaction might not be
completed when the Cardholder will be offered the choice at a later time to
complete the Transaction with another payment means, or when the goods
ordered by the Cardholder might be later found to be out of stock. The risk of
technical failures such as telecommunications failure or POI Terminal failure
should not be taken into account to determine if an authorization must be
coded as a pre-authorization.

For a Card-not-present Transaction, the Transaction amount must equal the
pre-authorized amount. Pre-authorizations for an estimated amount are only
permitted for unattended petrol terminal (MCC 5524) Transactions.

A Processed authorization request is properly identified as a pre-authorization
when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status)
contains a value of 4.

Each approved pre-authorization has a payment guarantee period of seven
calendar days from the authorization approval date. Refer to section 9.8 for
more information.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.

9.4.6 Processing Requirements—Unattended Petrol POS Terminals

The requirements set out below apply only at unattended POS Terminals at
petrol stations and must not be used in any other acceptance environment.
Such POS Terminals must be identified with MCC 5542.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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9.8 Authorizations

Effective 5 November 2013, the Acquirer must ensure that any authorization
request for an amount greater than zero is identified either as a
pre-authorization or a final authorization.

A payment guarantee period applies with respect to each approved
authorization. A chargeback right is available under chargeback message
reason code 4808 (Requested/Required Authorization Not Obtained) when the
payment guarantee period has expired. No fraud-related or other chargeback
rights or Transaction processing requirements are affected by the payment
guarantee period, unless otherwise indicated.

To extend the duration of the payment guarantee period, the Merchant
may submit additional authorization requests for the same Transaction on
later dates. A unique identifier from the original approved authorization of
a Transaction must appear in each additional authorization request. The
Acquirer must populate DE 48, subelement 63 (Trace ID) of each additional
authorization request with data from DE 63 (Network Data), subfield 1
(Financial Network Code) and subfield 2 (Banknet Reference Number) and
DE 15 (Date, Settlement) of the original approved Authorization Request
Response/0110 message, as specified by the Corporation. The unique identifier
of the initial authorization must also be included in the Transaction clearing
record. Upon receipt of the Transaction clearing record, the Issuer may
use the unique identifier to match the initial and any additional approved
authorization(s) to the Transaction.

The total authorized amount of a Transaction does not include any amount with
an expired payment guarantee. The approved amount of any authorization
with an expired payment guarantee is deemed to be zero.

The Issuer must release any hold placed on the Cardholder’s account after
expiry of the payment guarantee period of the particular authorization, at
the latest.
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9.8.13 Final Authorization

Effective for authorizations submitted on or after 5 November 2013, the
Acquirer must ensure that any authorization request for an amount greater
than zero is properly identified as a final authorization when the Transaction
may no longer be cancelled after the authorization request is approved in
full by the Issuer (excluding non-completion for technical reasons such as
telecommunications failure or POI Terminal failure).

The Transaction corresponding to an authorization identified as a final
authorization must be presented within four business days of the authorization
approval date and the Transaction amount must equal the approved
authorization amount.

A Processed authorization request is properly identified as a final authorization
when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status)
contains a value of 0 and DE 48 (Additional Data), subelement 61 (POS Data
Extended Condition Codes), subfield 5 contains a value of 1.

Each approved final authorization has a payment guarantee period of seven
calendar days from the authorization approval date. Refer to section 9.8 for
more information.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.

Revised Standards—Cirrus Worldwide Operating
Rules
Effective immediately, MasterCard will revise the Cirrus Worldwide Operating
Rules to include these Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined.
Deletions are indicated with a strikethrough.

Chapter 9—Processing Requirements

9.4.6 Pre-authorization—Europe Region Only

Regional Rules on this topic appear in Chapter 17, “Europe Region,” of this
rulebook.

9.4.7 Final Authorization—Europe Region Only

Regional Rules on this topic appear in Chapter 17, “Europe Region,” of this
rulebook.
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Chapter 17—Europe Region

9.2 Transaction Types

9.2.2 Acquirer Requirements

Reversals and partial reversals must be sent when the Transaction has failed to
complete, except when they are prohibited under Rule 9.2.2 in Part 1 of this
rulebook. Where required and unless otherwise indicated, reversals and partial
reversals must be sent no later than sixty (60) seconds after the authorization
response has been received at the acquiring host connected to the EM MIP.

Effective 5 November 2013, an Acquirer must process a reversal message
to the issuer within 24 hours of the cancellation of a previously authorized
Merchandise Transaction or of the finalization of a Merchandise Transaction
with a lower amount than previously approved. The reversal may be a full
or partial reversal, as appropriate. Any authorized amount not reversed must
correspond to the Transaction amount.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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9.4 Authorizations

Effective 5 November 2013, an Acquirer must ensure that any authorization
request for an amount greater than zero is identified as a pre-authorization or
a final authorization.

A payment guarantee period applies with respect to each approved
authorization. A chargeback right is available under chargeback message
reason code 4808 (Requested/Required Authorization Not Obtained) when the
payment guarantee period has expired. No fraud-related or other chargeback
rights or Transaction processing requirements are affected by the payment
guarantee period, unless otherwise indicated.

To extend the duration of the payment guarantee period, the Acquirer
may submit additional authorization requests for the same Transaction on
later dates. A unique identifier from the original approved authorization of
a Transaction must appear in each additional authorization request. The
Acquirer must populate DE 48, subelement 63 (Trace ID) of each additional
authorization request with data from DE 63 (Network Data), subfield 1
(Financial Network Code) and subfield 2 (Banknet Reference Number) and
DE 15 (Date, Settlement) of the original approved Authorization Request
Response/0110 message, as specified by the Corporation. The unique identifier
of the initial authorization must also be included in the Transaction clearing
record. Upon receipt of the Transaction clearing record, the Issuer may
use the unique identifier to match the initial and any additional approved
authorization(s) to the Transaction.

The total authorized amount of a Transaction does not include any amount with
an expired payment guarantee. The approved amount of any authorization
with an expired payment guarantee is deemed to be zero.

The Issuer must release any hold placed on the Cardholder’s account after
expiry of the payment guarantee period of the particular authorization, at
the latest.
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9.4.6 Pre-authorization

Effective for Transactions occurring on or after 5 November 2013, the Acquirer
must ensure that an authorization request for an amount greater than zero
is properly identified as a pre-authorization if the Transaction might not
be completed for reasons other than technical failure or lack of full issuer
approval. For example, if the mobile phone number for which the Cardholder
has requested a top-up is later found not to exist. The risk of technical failures
such as telecommunications failure or Terminal failure should not be taken into
account to determine if an authorization must be coded as a pre-authorization.

Pre-authorizations for an estimated amount are not permitted. The Transaction
amount must equal the pre-authorized amount.

A Processed authorization request is properly identified as a pre-authorization
when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status)
contains a value of 4.

Each approved pre-authorization has a payment guarantee period of seven
calendar days from the authorization approval date. Refer to section 9.4 for
more information.

9.4.7 Final Authorization

Effective for Transactions occurring on or after 5 November 2013, the Acquirer
must ensure that any authorization request for an amount greater than zero is
properly identified as a final authorization when the Transaction may no longer
be cancelled after the authorization request is approved in full by the Issuer
(excluding non-completion for technical reasons such as telecommunications
failure or Terminal failure).

The Transaction corresponding to an authorization identified as a final
authorization must be presented within four business days of the authorization
approval date and the Transaction amount must equal the approved
authorization amount.

A Processed authorization request is properly identified as a final authorization
when DE 61 (Point-of-Service [POS] Data), subfield 7 (POS Transaction Status)
contains a value of 0 and DE 48 (Additional Data), subelement 61 (POS Data
Extended Condition Codes), subfield 5 contains a value of 1.

Each approved final authorization has a payment guarantee period of seven
calendar days from the authorization approval date. Refer to section 9.4 for
more information.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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Revised Standards—Chargeback Guide
Effective immediately, MasterCard will revise the Chargeback Guide to include
these Standards. Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are
indicated with a strikethrough.

Chapter 3—MasterCard Message Reason Codes—Dual
Message Transactions

3.3 Fraud Related Chargebacks

Neither the length of time between authorization approval and transaction
presentment nor the partial or full reversal of an approved authorization
have any effect upon the protection that an authentication occurring during
authorization provides against fraud-related chargebacks (for example,
MasterCard SecureCode authentication, chip validation, and/or PIN verification).

3.13 Message Reason Code 4808—Requested/Required
Authorization Not Obtained

3.13.1 Proper Use of Message Reason Code 4808

The issuer may charge back a transaction under this message reason code if
one of the following circumstances occurs:

• Expired payment guarantee (Europe region card acceptors only)—For an
amount relating to a transaction occurring at a card acceptor located in the
Europe region, when the issuer has permanently closed the account before
filing the chargeback and either of the following applies:

– The transaction authorization was identified as a pre-authorization (DE
61, subfield 7 = 4) and the transaction was presented more than 30
calendar days after the authorization approval date; or

– The transaction authorization was not identified as a pre-authorization,
and the transaction was presented more than seven calendar days after
the authorization approval date.

The above timeframes do not apply to post-authorized aggregated PayPass
transactions; see MasterCard Rules section 8.4.3.1.3 for applicable processing
requirements.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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3.13.2 Improper Use of Message Reason Code 4808

The issuer may not use this message reason code for the following types of
transactions:

• The issuer-authorized amount and the actual transaction amount are
within the following parameters, except that these parameters do not
apply if the acquirer’s Authorization Request/0100 message contained the
Partial Approval Terminal Support Indicator and the issuer’s Authorization
Response/0110 message contained a value of 10 (Partial Approval) in DE
39 and a partial approval amount in DE 6:

– Gratuity is added—20 percent

– Hotel/Motel—15 percent

– Vehicle Rental—15 percent

– Cruise Lines—15 percent

Europe region card acceptors—The 20 percent parameter for gratuities
does not apply to the following types of transactions occurring at Europe
region card acceptor locations: chip/PIN Transactions; PayPass Transactions;
card-not-present Transactions; and Transactions for which the authorization
was not coded as a pre-authorization. The 15 percent parameters for
hotel/motel, vehicle rental, and cruise lines does not apply to any transactions
occurring at Europe region card acceptor locations.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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3.13.5 Proper Use for Acquirer’s Second Presentment

Table 3.XX—Expired Payment Guarantee (Europe Region Card Acceptors Only)

IPM Second
Presentment
Message Reason
Code

2713
Invalid Chargeback

Second Presentment
Condition

The transaction occurred at a Europe region card acceptor
and any of the following conditions apply:

• The transaction authorization was identified as
a pre-authorization (DE 61, subfield 7 = 4), the
transaction was presented within 30 calendar days
of the pre-authorization approval date, and was not
reversed; or

• The transaction authorization was not identified as a
pre-authorization, the transaction was presented within
seven calendar days of the authorization approval date,
and was not reversed; or

• The issuer has not permanently closed the account.

Supporting
Documents

None

DE 72 (Data Record) PREAUTH MMDDYY or AUTH MMDDYY or ACCOUNT
NOT CLOSED

Notes If the transaction authorization was identified as a
pre-authorization, use PREAUTH. If the transaction
authorization was not identified as a pre-authorization, use
AUTH. Replace MMDDYY with the approval date of the
disputed transaction.

This remedy does not apply to post-authorized aggregated
PayPass transactions.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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Appendix A—Chargebacks—MasterCard Europe ATM
Transactions (Cirrus and MasterCard)

A.3.2.1 Proper Use of Message Reason Code 4808

The issuer receives a complaint from the cardholder or it has determined that
an intra-European transaction presented has not been properly authorized.

One of the following:

• The issuer or his agent has never received an authorization request.

• The issuer or his agent has declined the authorization request.

• The amount processed is higher than the authorized amount.

This message reason code may be used for a chip transaction if it has not
been authorized online by the issuer.

Expired Payment Guarantee—The issuer may also use this message reason
code if the transaction was presented more than seven calendar days after the
authorization approval date and the issuer has permanently closed the account
before filing the chargeback.

A.3.2.3 Proper Use for Acquirer’s Second Presentment

Table A.XX—Expired Payment Guarantee

IPM Second
Presentment
Message Reason
Code

2713
Invalid Chargeback

Second Presentment
Condition

• The transaction was presented within seven calendar
days of the pre-authorization or authorization approval
date, and the pre-authorization or authorization was
not reversed, or

• The issuer has not permanently closed the account.

Supporting
Documents

None

DE 72 (Data Record) PREAUTH MMDDYY or AUTH MMDDYY or ACCOUNT
NOT CLOSED

Notes If the transaction authorization was identified as a
pre-authorization, use PREAUTH. If the transaction
authorization was not identified as a pre-authorization, use
AUTH. Replace MMDDYY with the approval date of the
disputed transaction.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.
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Appendix B—Chargebacks—Maestro Cards

B.2.8 Interregional Message Reason Code 4837—Missing or
Illegible Signature or No Cardholder Authorization

Neither the length of time between authorization approval and transaction
presentment nor the partial or full reversal of an approved authorization
have any effect upon the protection that an authentication occurring during
authorization provides against fraud-related chargebacks (for example,
MasterCard SecureCode authentication, chip validation, and/or PIN verification).

The remainder of this section is unchanged.

B.3 Message Reason Codes for Intra-European Transactions

B.3.3.1 Proper Use of Intra-European Message Reason Code 4808

The issuer receives a complaint from the cardholder that the transaction never
took place or was cancelled in full or in part, or otherwise determines that a
transaction presented has not been properly authorized.

The issuer or his agent has:

• Never received an authorization request, or

• Declined the authorization request, or

• The processed amount is higher than the authorized amount.

• Received and approved a full or partial reversal request relating to
previously approved authorization request. However, the clearing file
shows the transaction was processed for the original authorized amount.

Expired Payment Guarantee—The issuer may also use this message reason
code if the transaction was presented more than seven calendar days after the
authorization approval date and the issuer has permanently closed the account
before filing the chargeback.
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B.3.3.4 Proper Use for Acquirer’s Second Presentment

Table B.XX—Expired Payment Guarantee

IPM Second
Presentment
Message Reason
Code

2713
Invalid Chargeback

Second Presentment
Condition

• The transaction was presented within seven calendar
days of the pre-authorization or authorization approval
date, and the pre-authorization or authorization was
not reversed, or

• The issuer has not permanently closed the account.

Supporting
Documents

None

DE 72 (Data Record) PREAUTH MMDDYY or AUTH MMDDYY or ACCOUNT
NOT CLOSED

Notes If the transaction authorization was identified as a
pre-authorization, use PREAUTH. If the transaction
authorization was not identified as a pre-authorization, use
AUTH. Replace MMDDYY with the approval date of the
disputed transaction.

The remainder of this section is unchanged.

B.3.6 Intra-European Message Reason Code 4837—No Cardholder
Authorization

Neither the length of time between authorization approval and transaction
presentment nor the partial or full reversal of an approved authorization
have any effect upon the protection that an authentication occurring during
authorization provides against fraud-related chargebacks (for example,
MasterCard SecureCode authentication, chip validation, and/or PIN verification).

The remainder of this section is unchanged.

For More Information
Customers with questions about these revised Standards should contact
Customer Operations Services using the Contact Information provided in this
bulletin.
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